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Andrew Carnegie /k??r?ne??i/ kar-NAY-gee (November 25, –
August 11, ) was a Scottish-American industrialist, business
magnate, and philanthropist. Carnegie led the expansion of the
American steel industry in the late 19th Carnegie devoted the
remainder of his life to large-scale philanthropy , with
special.

Prohibition in the United States was a nationwide
constitutional ban on the production, importation,
transportation, and sale of alcoholic beverages from to . On
December 5, , ratification of the Twenty-first Amendment
repealed the . During the Progressive Era (–), hostility
toward saloons and their.

During these twenty years the state pursued political reform
in campaigns a pound in and , well above the disastrous lows
of the s. Industry remained an underdeveloped sector in Texas
economic life before in East Texas, supplied about 5 percent
of the national market in
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Worried drys reported that the farmers were "taking to
Ferguson's land proposal like a hungry cat to a piece of fresh
beef liver. Issue: 3. Perhaps no community was subjected to
more extensive disfranchisement efforts than Black women in
the Jim Crow South.
Thestatewas,wroteoneobserver,"likesomeboygiantofsixteen,allbulgin
Though Wilson equivocated on prohibition, his Texas reformist
friends felt confident that he would assist them in making the
state party both dry and progressive. By lowering taxes on the
middle class, simplifying administration, and weakening the
influence of local aldermen, commission government appealed to
business and professional men who deemed the older ward style
of governance as corrupt. Personalities defined the highly
factionalized Democrats before

Whilewartimeprohibitionwasasparkforthemovement,[52]WorldWarIended
Ferguson had supported the Wilson campaign for preparedness,
the administration acquiesced in the governor's domination of
the state convention at San Antonio and tacitly endorsed his
leadership of the Democratic delegation to the national
convention.
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